
STUDIO 1: 16 BIKES AVAILABLE- Register with Discount Code CYCLEAVE                    

Cycle Ave (inside Funktional Fitness)  

213 N Gilbert Rd. 

Gilbert, AZ 85234                                             

 

The time: 11-11:35am- arrive 30 minutes prior for event check-in and bike set up 

The class: This is a 35-minute FLASH class made to be a quick, fun, yet effective workout! Cycle Ave. is the ONLY 

Cycle Studio located in the heart of downtown Gilbert. We are Gilbert’s hidden GEM! Flashing lights, hip music, 

and high energy instructors to keep you motivated to reach your goals and have some fun while you 

#driptothebeat 

The gear: We provide shoes. Participants may bring their own shoes with SPD clips. Wear comfortable fitness attire 

and bring socks, a towel and water. 

 

STUDIO 2: 45 BIKES AVAILABLE- Register with Discount Code CYCLEBARSCOTTSDALE101          

Cyclebar Scottsdale 101 

7000 E Mayo Blvd Suite 1018                                                

Phoenix, AZ 85054 

 

The time: 12:30-1:15pm- arrive 30 minutes prior for event check-in and bike set up 

The class: Join Brooke in a 45-minute indoor cycling event that will have your heart pumping, while you raise funds 

and awareness for cystic fibrosis! 

The gear: At CycleBar, we take care of everything (towels and other amenities included), so all you have to do is 

show up, clip in, and ride. We provide shoes for FREE, but you may bring your own SPD or LOOK shoes. We suggest 

wearing a tank or t-shirt and form-fitting shorts or pants. 

 

STUDIO 3: 45 BIKES AVAILABLE- Register with Discount Code CYCLEBARRAINTREERANCH 

Cyclebar Raintree Ranch 

2855 W. Ray Road #9 

Chandler, AZ 85224 

 

The time: 12-12:45pm- arrive 30 minutes prior for event check-in and bike set up 

The class: Cyclebar creates a fun and accessible experience for riders of all ages and fitness levels!  Three key 

ingredients to our classes are great instructors, great music, and a great environment. We fuel each ride with 

amazing music in our state-of-the-art CycleTheatre® and deliver concierge-level service and an exhilarating 

experience that goes far beyond a great cardio fitness workout. Each ride is an unparalleled multi-sensory, 

intoxicating journey where riders are driven to ‘rock the ride, each and every time’.  

The gear: For this 45-minute sweat fest, all you need is a water bottle, socks and a smile.  We provide shoes for 

FREE, but you may bring your own SPD shoes. We suggest wearing a tank or t-shirt and form-fitting shorts or pants. 

We provide the rest!  

 

 



STUDIO 4: 50 BIKES AVAILABLE- Register with Discount Code FLYWHEELSPORTS       

Flywheel Sports (at Scottsdale Quarter) 

15345 N Scottsdale Rd 

Scottsdale, AZ 85254  

 

The time: 8:00-9:00am- arrive 30 minutes prior for event check-in and bike set up 

The class: This is our signature high-intensity interval training ride. Climb heavy hills, sprint through fast flats, jog 
up-and-down mixed terrains, and race against others in the epic class that’s changed countless bodies and minds. 
Includes an upper-body series for a full-body workout. 
 
The gear: We provide shoes for all who need them. Participants may bring their own shoes with SPD or Delta clips. 
Wear comfortable fitness attire and bring water and a towel.  

 

 

STUDIO 5: 30 BIKES AVAILABLE- Register with Discount Code REFORMEDCENTRAL                   

Reformed Central 

5555 N 7th St #104 

Phoenix, AZ 85014 

 

The time: 12-12:45pm- arrive 30 minutes prior for event check-in and bike set up 

The class: This is our signature 45-minute cycle class. Reformed Rides are designed around the Keiser M3 cycles. 

Each cycle has an individual computer that reflects clients’ RPM, Watts & Gear. Instructors use the Keiser 

computer to provide clients with a HIIT (high-intensity, interval training) based work-out that ultimately results in 

maximum caloric burn. 

The gear: Shoes are not provided. Sneakers or SPD indoor cycle shoes are compatible with our bikes. Wear 

comfortable fitness attire and bring water and a towel.  

 

STUDIO 6: 20 BIKES AVAILABLE- Register with Discount Code REFORMEDAHWATUKEE      

Reformed Ahwatukee 

4910 E Ray Rd #G-17 

Phoenix, AZ 85044 

 

The time: 12-12:45pm- arrive 30 minutes prior for event check-in and bike set up 

The class: Our signature 45-minute cycle class. Reformed Rides are designed around the Keiser M3 cycles. Each 

cycle has an individual computer that reflects clients’ RPM, Watts & Gear. Instructors use the Keiser computer to 

provide clients with a HIIT (high-intensity, interval training) based work-out that ultimately results in maximum 

caloric burn. 

The gear: Shoes are not provided. Sneakers or SPD indoor cycle shoes are compatible with our bikes. Wear 

comfortable fitness attire and bring water and a towel.  

 

 

 



STUDIO 7: 24 BIKES AVAILABLE- Register with Discount Code SWEATSHOP       

Sweatshop (at Uptown Plaza) 

100 E Camelback Rd #156 

Phoenix, AZ 85012  

 

The time: 12:30-1:15pm- arrive 30 minutes prior for event check-in and bike set up 

The class: A fun & challenging indoor cycling cardiovascular workout! During your ride you will climb hills & push 
through sprints to build your endurance all while being motivated by our enthusiastic instructors, upbeat music & 
cool lighting effects. 
 
The gear: SPD clip-in shoes or sneakers are compatible with our bikes. Shoes are available to rent. Wear 

comfortable fitness attire and bring socks, water and a towel.  

 


